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speed of the surface with reference to the air, and, of course, w'af that of the air with reference to the surface. That is, wrar is the direction and speed of the surface wind.
It should be noted in this connection that since the angle w'a'w between the directions of the surface wind and the "drift wind" has to be 135°, therefore the speed of the surface wind decreases as its inclination to the isobar increases, becoming zero as this angle reaches its limit, 45°.
From equations (1) it is further obvious that the angle between the directions of the driving surface and the resulting air drift increases uniformly with height, two right angles for each ir/a gain therein; and also that the velocity of the drift continuously decreases, as the height grows greater, falling to the e~~Tth, or, approximately, the one twenty-third part of its initial value for any ir/a ascent.
The speeds and directions of the drift currents at the heights 0, 7r/10a, 27r/10a, and so on, of which wan is an example, are shown in Fig.
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FIG. 43.—The equiangular wind spiral.
43, projected onto the surface, or xy plane. The direction and velocity of this actual wind at the height corresponding to the drift wa" are given by w'a'r, and similarly for other heights.
If we assume the turbulence drag to be substantially zero at that level at which the wind, as we go up, attains the direction of the isobars, that is, where the angle of inclination i (Fig. 43) becomes zero, and call this height H, then, clearly
# = 3?     3   J_?_                       (2)
4a      4    \pco sin <p
To find the total momentum given to the air per unit of time by the drag Tj let Fx be the total flow in the positive direction of x across a strip of infinite height and unit width at right angles to x, and Fv the similar total flow in the direction of y. Then
Fx =   (*udz = Fo f V- cos  (45° - az)dz = -^ = ^——.----,      '
Jo                 Jo                                        «V2      V> sin <p
Fy =   I   vdz = Fo f e~az sin (45° - az)dz = 0.

